The following is a brief description of the new features in TRCS 6.07.0000 release.

**Modifications included in this release:**

- The following issues fixed related to printing TraCS DMV-349 and NCCRF forms.
  - a) Distance Traveled After Impact field does not print decimals on the uncertified DMV-349 report.
  - b) Tire impression field does not print decimals on the uncertified DMV-349 report.
  - c) Distance Traveled After Impact field does not print decimals on the NCCRF report.
  - d) Tire impression field does not print decimals on the NCCRF report.
  - e) Traffic Area Damage (TAD) data does not print to the correct unit on the uncertified DMV-349 report.
  - f) Treatment facility state does not print on the uncertified DMV-349 report.
  - g) The Violation Unit Number does not print on the uncertified DMV-349 report.
  - h) Unit-Level Road Type information does not print on the uncertified DMV-349 report.
  - i) For the odd numbered unit crashes, the Person group information of the last unit does not print correctly. Only the driver and first 6 passenger’s information is available and the rest does not print on the uncertified DMV-349 report.
- Level1 support users not able to search, view and lock/unlock other agencies reports.
- TraCS10 client not validating damage amount when additional property section is empty.
- TraCS10 training page updated with TraCS 10 Computer Based Training (CBT) files.